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Diseussions

Doerf ler, P. (Swi tzerlanh)

In section 3 of their paper the authors discuss trilo cases of what they call
resonance at 10w part load and at full load.
Nornal-ly the tert resonance is used if there is some (external) forcing function
acting on a resonator that gives a high response amplitude at ceftain frequencies.
I am.afraid that neither of both cases can be adequately described in such terms.
In contrast to the ordinary hal-f load surge (helical vortex type) the other types
of surge have no clearly defined exciting-function but should be regarded as self-
excited oscillations.
This fact (noticed by Campnan in 1960) has a considerable bearing on applicability
of model tests. There are cases where a condition of.surging in the prototyp'e is
completely absentinthe model test. T[e reason is just that in one qystem a ].imit
cycle exists whrle the other one is stable

In his presentation Professor Henry stressed the good correlation between pressure
fluctuation at tap 7 and torque fluctuation.
I would l-ike to ask whether the authors al'ready have an idea about the physicaL
cause of this relationship.
As long as there is no exllanation it is still possibLe that this is just a
coincidence by chance.

Author's neplg

I would say to Mr. Doerfler that I am in fulL agreement concerning the confusion
which couLd be done when using the word "resonancet' for a wide range of different
phenomena. But in the. case presented in our paper for very low load operation, it
seems realtry that the draft tube vortex acts as an excitation for the penstock
considered as a resonator
In ful-I load range, the excitation spectrum is more wide and does not offer iso-
lated peaks. It could be assumed that this bad-organized spectrum becomes a wel1-
organized pulsation when associated to the upstream conduii acoustic frequency.
The last mentioned ftequency is more or less different from the proper frequency
of penstock measured when closing the wicket gates

As it was presumed by Mr. Doerfler, we do not think that the good correlation
'between transducer 7 and torque measuement could be a coincidence. In fact we
assume that the axis of the main draft tube vorticity remains vertical when
passing through the elbow. So it creales an al-ternate discharge fluctuation at
the end of this eLbow and this discharge fluctation becomes therefore a pressure
pulsation for the whole turbine. The propagation of the pulsation depends of course
of the cavity volume i.e. of the cavitation compliance.




